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Thursday 2 April 2009

9.00 - 9.30 Registration and coffee | Regency Suit
9.30 - 9.45 Chairman’s Introduction

Session 1 - Chaired by Prof. James Barlow
9.45 - 10.15 The development of a tool for assessing the optimal adoption of healthcare technologies in the NHS
Gareth Redmayne, NHS Technology Adoption Centre
10.15 - 10.45 The challenges of implementing sustainable remote care services
Dr Jane Hendy, Imperial College London
10.45 - 11.15 The role of policy-project relations in technology deployment: a comparison of two case studies
Maria Kapsalis, University of Manchester

11.15 - 11.30 Coffee

Session 2 - Chaired by Prof. Mike Kagioglou
9.45 - 10.15 A new horizon for planning services and healthcare infrastructure for the elderly
Joram Nauta, Dutch Center for Health Assets
10.15 - 10.45 Lessons from hospital infrastructure development in Ontario
Dr Deborah Fitzsimmons, The York Management School
10.45 - 11.15 Design for operational efficiency: the case study of a hospital redevelopment
Dr Patricia Tzortzopoulous, University of Salford

Session 3 - Chaired by Prof. Colin Gray
11.30 - 12.00 Hospital concessions: flexibility in practice
Dr Anneloes Blanken, Ministry of Finance
The Netherlands
12.00 - 12.30 How can capital investment in European health systems be more effective?
Bernd Rechel, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine

12.30 - 13.30 Poster presentations
13.30 - 14.30 Lunch | hotel restaurant
14.30 - 15.30 Keynote address
15.30 - 16.00 Coffee
16.00 - 17.30 European panel
Healthcare improvement through innovation
18.30 - 19.30 Drinks reception | Chartwell Room, top floor
20.00 - 22.00 Gala dinner | Regency Suit

Friday 3 April 2009

8.30 - 11.30 Visit to healthcare facilities | networking
11.30 - 11.45 Coffee

Session 5 - Chaired by Prof. Andrew Price
11.45 - 12.15 How do UK healthcare building designers use government guidance (health building notes)?
Dr Sue Hignett, Loughborough University
12.15 - 12.45 The role of parametric modelling and environmental simulation in stimulating innovation in healthcare building design and performance
Dr Emeka Efe Osaji, Loughborough University

12.45 - 14.00 Lunch | hotel restaurant

Session 6 - Chaired by Prof. Colin Gray
11.45 - 12.15 Single rooms: the case for change
Robert Gregory, London South Bank University
12.15 - 12.45 Wayfinding: embedding knowledge in hospital environments
Clementinah N. Rooke, University of Salford

Session 7 - Chaired by Prof. James Barlow
14.00 - 14.30 System innovations in the making: hybrid actors and the challenge of up-scaling
Dr Sirkku Kivisaari and Evelina Saari, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
14.30 - 15.00
Contrasting stroke care in the US and the UK
Henry Feldman, M.D., Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Centre, Harvard Medical School

15.00 - 15.15 Close